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Introduction

In this column, we recount the history of EAAI
mentored undergraduate research challenges
from 2014 through the present and share a vi-
sion of how such offerings may become more
diverse and engage a broader range of faculty
mentors and undergraduate researchers.

Unlike many academic disciplines, Computer
Science undergraduate majors currently are
not usually required to take or even offered
a research methods course. Even so, many
graduate schools desire to admit graduate
students with undergraduate research experi-
ence. The EAAI Symposium has historically
affirmed the value of mentored undergradu-
ate research as an important part of under-
graduate AI education. It has expressed this
value through the support of a number of men-
tored undergraduate research challenges, de-
scribed below.

2014/2015: Parameterized Poker
Squares

In 2014/2015, the first mentored undergrad-
uate challenge was called “The EAAI NSG
Challenge: Parameterized Poker Squares”.
DARPA had a history of “Grand Challenges”,
so our acronym “NSG” was a tongue-in-
cheek modest nod to DARPA’s Grand Chal-
lenges, noting that undergraduate research
challenges, while non-trivial, would be Not-So-
Grand.

Poker Squares is a folk sequential placement
optimization game. Using a shuffled 52-card
French deck, the rules of (Morehead & Mott-
Smith, 1949, p. 106) read as follows:

Turn up twenty-five cards from the stock,
one by one, and place each to best advan-
tage in a tableau of five rows of five cards
each. The object is to make as high a total
score as possible, in the ten Poker hands
formed by the five rows and five columns.
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Two predominant scoring systems, American
and British, assign point values to achiev-
ing row/column Poker hands. Parameterized
Poker Squares was a generalization where the
scoring system was supplied to players at the
beginning of a game and players were chal-
lenged to form play strategy under time con-
straints.

In our contest, AI players were given 5 minutes
to learn play strategy from a given scoring sys-
tem, some fixed and some generated at ran-
dom within different design constraints. Play-
ers then were required to play such strategies
for 100 unknown shuffled decks with a time
limit of 30 seconds for reasoning during the
play of each deck.

The contest drew participation of 7 teams with
mixed results and 4 papers accepted for pub-
lication through peer review.

2016/2017: Widely-Accessible AI
Robotics Tasks

Zachary Dodds organized the second men-
tored undergraduate research challenge,
”Widely-Accessible AI Robotics Tasks”.
Rather than create a competition, each
design challenge entry was awarded an
accolade for a unique virtue of its contribu-
tion. Contest details focus on three design
tradeoffs:

• AI sophistication: more is better
• Wide adaptability: easier is better
• Compelling contexts and toolsets: the more

creative and more authentic, the better

The challenge attracted 6 entries with corre-
sponding abstracts/papers and presentations
at EAAI-17.

2018/2019: Birds of a Feather

Birds of a Feather was offered as a research
challenge in this AI Education Matters column
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in the summer of 2016.

The 2018/2019 mentored undergraduate re-
search challenge was for students to research
some aspect of this newly-designed solitaire
card game and publish their research. Most
students focused on search solution efficiency
and state unsolvability detection/prediction.
This resulted in 7 accepted peer-reviewed pa-
pers and 1 poster.

Current 2020/2021 Challenge: Gin
Rummy

Gin Rummy is one of the most popular 2-
player card games played with a standard 52-
card deck. Ranks run from aces low to kings
high. The object of the game is to be the first
player to score 100 or more points accumu-
lated through the scoring of individual hands.
In this Gin Rummy mentored undergraduate
research challenge, students develop AI play-
ers to play games within a time constraint of
30 seconds per player per game (consisting
of multiple hands) using North American gin
and undercut bonuses of 25 points each.

At time of writing, 14 teams of 50 total men-
tors and undergraduate students have sub-
mitted AI players for competition evaluation.
Corresponding papers are already trickling in
more than a week in advance of the submis-
sion deadline. This is our highest participation
rate to date and bodes well for the future of
these endeavors.

Looking Forward

It is clear that there is a consistent recognition
of the value of mentored undergraduate re-
search opportunities in our AI Education com-
munity. Perhaps the next best step is to es-
tablish a committee and workflow for consis-
tent offering of diverse challenges each year
with distributed and rotating responsibility. At
time of writing, we are seeking volunteers to
serve in organization, promotion, mentoring,
and peer-review in this cyclic process.

Because the challenges have largely been or-
ganized by one primarily interested in Game
AI, challenge problems have not tapped many
of the diverse subfields of AI research. To en-
gage a broader cross-section of faculty men-
tors and undergraduate students, it is neces-

sary to bring in additional faculty expertise and
passion for designing mentored undergradu-
ate research challenges.

One possible improvement would be to de-
sign and announce the next challenge well be-
fore the beginning of the academic year. This
would allow students in both academic year
courses (e.g. capstone research) and summer
research programs to participate before the
following fall deadline. While it is too late for
this academic year, we envision a future orga-
nizational structure that would establish a reg-
ular calendar workflow to distribute the consid-
erable work necessary to create and support
these endeavors annually going forward.

Conclusion

Looking at the past and present, there is a
consistent level of energy and engagement
around the worthy task of mentoring under-
graduate research skill. Our greatest chal-
lenge looking forward is to establish an or-
ganizational structure that feature diverse re-
search topic areas from year to year and will
operate with an annual rhythm that allows for
both academic year and summer participation.

If you are interested, please email the author
of this column with your CV, website, and a
brief description of your interests in supporting
our endeavors.
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